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Nuclear spin relaxation probed by a single quantum dot
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We present measurements on nuclear spin relaxation probed by a single quantum dot formed in a high-
mobility electron gas. Current passing through the dot leads to a spin transfer from the electronic to the nuclear
spin system. Applying electron spin resonance, the transfer mechanism is suppressed. Additionally, the depen-
dence of nuclear spin relaxation on the dot gate voltage is observed. We find electron-nuclear relaxation times
of the order of 10 min.
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I. INTRODUCTION

The ever increasing demand for computing power as w
as theoretical considerations on the basic notions of infor
tion processing1 have led to the development of the ne
concept of quantum computing.2 Different experimental sys
tems have been suggested performing quantum comp
tional tasks.3 Among the most promising of these are qua
tum dots4 which can by now be fabricated with gre
accuracy in a whole variety of circuits enabling not on
probing molecular binding mechanisms in coupled dots,5 but
also the definition of quantum bits.6,7

One of the key questions in quantum information proce
ing is how to efficiently store such quantum bits with a s
ficient lifetime. As suggested by Kane8 one system for
achieving this would be a tunable electron-nuclear spin s
tem, such as a quantum dot coupling to nuclear spins of
embedding crystal matrix. For isolated electron spins trap
in electrostatically defined quantum dots, the theoretical p
sibilities of realizing qubit operations have already been
vestigated in great detail.7 Furthermore, it has been demo
strated that controlled spin-transfer between electrons
nuclei is possible in spin-polarized two-dimensional9 and
one-dimensional systems10 and can be detected using ele
tron or nuclear spin resonance techniques.11

In contrast to these earlier works which beautifully de
onstrated tuning of the coupling of a two-dimensional el
tron system~2DES! to the nuclear spin lattice, as well a
controlling and manipulating nuclear spin relaxation,9 we fo-
cus on the interaction of electrons confined in a single qu
tum dot with a much smaller number of nuclei, approach
a mesoscopic regime and strongly localizing the polarizat
In addition, we address recent work by Lyanda-Gelleret al.12

who consider nuclear spin relaxation~NSR! caused by a
quantum dot coupling to the nuclear magnetic moments.
nuclear system’s relaxation time can be several hours, w
is perfectly suited for phase-coherent storage of quantum
formation. As will be seen below, we find according to t
predictions of Ref. 12 the relaxation time to depend on
single electron tunneling~SET! resonance condition of th
dot. We have to note that in our experiment we concent
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on a single quantum dot as compared to recently repo
measurements by Ono and Tarucha13 on a coupled dot.

The main ingredient of our approach is the preparation
a specific quantum dot state, adjacent to a region of s
blockade of transport as discussed earlier.14–16As our mea-
surements in a biaxial magnet at low fields show, the
state also possesses a large angular momentumL. This leads
to a continuous flipping of electronic and nuclear spin
transferring and storing the magnetic momentum through
hyperfine contact interaction. Applying electron-spin res
nance strongly enhances NSR. This part of the experime
based on earlier work on photon assisted tunneling in qu
tum dots17,18 and is partly inspired by theoretical work o
Engel and Loss.19

II. METHODS

A typical conductance trace characterizing the quant
dot is shown in Fig. 1. The dot measured here is defin
electrostatically in the 2DES of an epitaxially grow

FIG. 1. ~Color online! Coulomb blockade oscillations of con
ductances5dI/dV of a single quantum dot vs gate voltageVG .
The dotted line gives the charging energyEC for adding single
electrons. As seen, the energy assumes a local maximum bet
peaksB andC. Inset: sample holder setup including radiowave a
microwave antennae. The ac signal in the antennae leads t
alternating magnetic field perpendicular to the sample’s surface
©2004 The American Physical Society02-1
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AlGaAs/GaAs heterostructure: a split gate geometry is w
ten by electron-beam lithography on the crystal surface.
negatively charging the gate electrodes, in the 2DES 120
below the surface a quantum dot containing;85 electrons is
formed. The data are taken at a bath temperature of 40
and an electron temperature of;80 mK in a 3He/4He dilu-
tion refrigerator system. A similar conductance pattern as
Fig. 1 was obtained in our earlier work on spin blockade i
dot containing about 50 electrons.16 At 4.2 K the carrier den-
sity of the 2DES is 1.831015 m22 and the electron mobility
is 75 m2/V s. For dc measurements, a source-drain volt
of 20 mV is provided. The addition energy of the dot is give
by EC;1.25 meV, as indicated by the dotted line in Fig.

III. EXPERIMENT

In the conductance spectrum of Fig. 1, a sequence of t
peaks is marked by the lettersA, B, C. PeakA displays con-
ventional conductance, whereas peakB is nearly completely
blocked at low transport voltage, and peakC shows a re-
sponse smaller than average. In subsequent measurem
the suspended loop antenna visible in the inset of Fig.
emitting microwave radiation onto the sample chip: Fig. 2~a!
again displays the three peaks now showing the induced
tocurrent under irradiation at 10.01 GHz. It is important
note that prior to taking these data traces the perpendic
magnetic field was ramped fromB'50 T up to B',max
'0.5 T in t r511 min, maintained at this value fortm
58 min, and subsequently reduced toB'50 T within
11 min. As seen, peakA gives the conventional rectificatio
signal with a forward and backward pumped current.20 Sur-

FIG. 2. ~Color online! ~a! Quantum dot photocurrent peaksA, B,
and C under microwave radiation at 10.01 GHz. Prior to taki
these data the perpendicular magnetic field was ramped fromB'

50 T to 487 mT in t r;11 min, maintained at this value fortm

;8 min, and reduced toB'50 T within 11 min. A strong memory
effect at peakC can be observed. The inset gives the same m
surement for peakC, using a parallel field orientation. Obviously n
long-term memory is found.~b! Schematic plot detailingB'(t) in
the measurement setup.~c! Level diagram for the transition fromN
to (N11) electrons at peakC ~see text for further details!.
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prisingly, the blocked transition atB reveals a backward cur
rent only. This can be explained by strongly differing exc
tation energies of the quantum dot at subsequent elec
numbers, consistent with the change of internal level str
ture necessary for spin blockade type II.

The assumption of a specific sequence of spin states g
evidence when focusing on resonanceC—which, being lo-
cated next to the blocked peakB, can feature a high spin a
well: after rampingB' the relaxation of the current trac
requires additionally more than 10 min. Testing the availa
parameter ranges, we foundB',max540 mT, as well as
ramping times and a waiting period oft r /m56 min to be
sufficient for clearly demonstrating this ‘‘memory effect.’’

The measured time dependence is attributed to the ob
vation of a slowly decaying nuclear spin polarization, whi
has been induced during the magnetic-field sweep by
namic polarization processes. Here, the accessibility of tra
port channels depends on the population of spin states.9,10 In
a quantum dot in an AlGaAs/GaAs heterostructure with

diameter and height of 125 nm and 10 nm,Ñ;2.23107

nuclei are engulfed by the electronic volume. For compa
son, a rough estimate gives 108–109 electrons passing the
dot during the magnetic-field sweep of 30 min. In addition
completely polarized nuclear spin population has be
shown to give rise to local effective magnetic fields of up
several Tesla.9,21 Even partial polarization or polarizatio
within a small volume is expected to have a clearly visib
effect.

The inset in Fig. 2~a! gives an identical measurement fo
peakC in a cycled magnetic field parallel to the 2DES—
seen, no memory effect is observed, i.e., the peak shape
mediately adapts to the applied magnetic field. This leads
to the conclusion that orbital effects bound to a particu
spin state are responsible for coupling to the nuclear m
netic moments. A pure spin flip would obey Zeeman splitti
in a parallel magnetic field as well, and the phenomen
should persist in this case. In an intuitive picture, at peakC
the electrons tunneling through the quantum dot can
thought to be passing through a high-L state, circulating at
the edge and allowing to transfer momentum from the el
tronic to the nuclear system.

A possible level scenario of the spin-flip operation
given in the diagram of Fig. 2~c!: as measured, we assum
the direct transition probability between theN and (N11)
electron ground states to be low; single electron tunnelin
partly suppressed. An increase in current via the excitedN
11) electron state takes place as soon as irradiation
hances the energy available. Relaxation into the ground s
via hyperfine coupling to the nuclear spin system compri
a change in spin quantum number byDS51, spin conserva-
tion in the hyperfine interaction results in a flip-flop proce
of electron and nuclear spins.10,22 This brings the spin of a
nearby nucleus fromu↓n& into the stateu↑n&. The dot remains
in the (N11) electron ground state until the electron tunn
out via the ground state transition and the cycle resta
On the time scale given, the spin-flip rate required for pol
ization is consistent with theoretical predictions for a sim
lar quantum dot,23 where the energy mismatch be

a-
2-2
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tween electronic and nuclear Zeeman splitting, otherw
suppressing this process, is compensated by phonon e
sion.

However, the relaxation by flip-flop processes is only p
sible as long as sufficient nuclei with appropriate spin dir
tion are available. Assuming a nonzero polarization, hyp
fine relaxation decreases, as less and less nuclei of sui
spin orientation are present, and the effect described abo
deactivated, leading to an increase in current. This then g
a possible mechanism for the detection of the gradual de
larization after ramping down the magnetic field. Oth
mechanisms include a shift of electronic levels induced b
remaining effective nuclear magnetic field. The quantum
operates as a partial spin filter and inverter; a weak polar
tion of the nuclear spins even without supporting microwa
radiation is possible, as long as a magnetic field perpend
lar to the surface provides an orientation.

Subsequently, we want to address the change in nuc
relaxation time in dependence of the quantum dot’s re
nance state as Lyanda-Gelleret al. investigated in their
calculations:12 Again we focus on resonanceC in a perpen-
dicular field orientation with the field cycling as introduce
above. The main difference now is that relaxation of t
photocurrent trace after switching offB' is not monitored by
sweeping continuously over the gate voltage range. A fi
current trace is recorded; then the gate voltage is kept e
at SET resonanceVg

res or off resonanceVg
off , as shown sche

matically in the insets of Fig. 3. Ten minutes later, an ad
tional trace of the peak is taken. Obviously, in the case
SET resonance the relaxation slows down considerably
shown by the authors of Ref. 12, a non-negligible spin-o
interaction16 in combination with the differing nature of cou
pling processes in separate gate voltage regimes causes
a behavior.

In analyzing the relaxation process quantitatively
compare the integrated difference of relaxed and exc
photocurrent traces, normalized with respect to the rela
curve. This is defined by a function

FIG. 3. Dependence of NSR on Coulomb blockade: after
cling B' as described in the text, and taking a trace for referenc
t50 ~solid lines! the gate voltage is kept fixed for a waiting perio
of Dt510 min. Relaxation is then determined in dependence of
gate voltage position. Relaxation times strongly vary compar
waiting positions in resonance and off resonance.
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E@ t#[

E
VG1

VG2
dVGuI ~VG ,t !2I ~VG ,`!u

E
VG1

VG2
dVGuI ~VG ,`!u

. ~1!

The characteristic decay time constant ofE@ t# corresponds
to the nuclear spin relaxation timeT1 and typically assumes
values oft;5, ... ,12 min. In the measurement describ
above, we find as relaxation times forE@ t# depending on the
gate voltage during waiting t res56.6 min and toff
53.5 min, hence again supporting the theoretical assu
tions of Lyanda-Gelleret al.

In extending the discussion above we now can apply c
sical electron spin resonance to tune the nuclear relaxa
time. This is performed by again irradiating at 10.01 GH
and measuringE@ t# for different values of an additional par
allel magnetic field which couples to the spin only. The p
pendicular field is sequentially polarizing the nuclear sp
through the quantum dot at 200 mT. The amplitude at
50, i.e., directly after the external fieldB' has been brough
down to zero again, is given byE@0# and corresponds to th
starting value of the polarization of the nuclear spin syste
E@ t# then decays exponentially, as can be seen in the ex
plary plot of Fig. 4~a!. In Fig. 4~b! at 10.01 GHz we
obviously find for a field ofBi51.7 T a clear resonan
feature in the NSR time, which agrees with the value o
tained from EZ5gmBB assumingg520.42. Particularly,
the lifetime reduction in resonance supports the level d
gram sketched in Fig. 2~c!: the electron spin resonance lea
to a mixing of the ground and excited states with
spin change ofDS51. This it to be considered as bypassin
the pumping of nuclear spins through an electron s
transition. As seen we are able to achieve a change of o
50% in NSR time.

IV. CONCLUSIONS

Relating to SET blockade regimes in a single quant
dot, we find strong coupling of electron and nuclear spins
the hyperfine interaction. This leads to measured nuclea
laxation times exceeding 10 min. In accordance with Ref.

-
at

e
g

FIG. 4. ~Color online! ~a! Typical plot of the relaxation of peak
C as seen in Fig. 2~a!, revealing a relaxation constant ofT1;t
;8 min. The functionE@ t# as a measure for the peak deformati
and thereby the nuclear spin polarization is defined in the text.~b!
Electron spin resonance~ESR! in an additional constant paralle
magnetic field found by comparing the maximal polarizati
E@ t50# and the relaxation timest. Mixing of ground and excited
states leads to a strongly reducedt andE@0#.
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we find that NSR is maximal in the regime of Coulom
blockade. Electron spin resonance is applied to broadly v
NSR. As we observe electron-nuclear spin coupling at m
erate fields of some 50 mT in conjunction with the tuni
mechanisms introduced, we conclude that—although in
case still a large number of nuclei is address
simultaneously—this will strongly support quantum inform
tion processing in solid-state systems, as a first step tow
quantum state transfer and the long-term storage of quan
spin information.
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